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• What is digital security?
• What is the OECD approach to digital security? 
• How does it apply to critical activities? 

Overview

• Committe on Digital Economy
Policy (CDEP)
– WP on Security & Privacy in the 

Digital Economy (SPDE)
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Why « Digital security » and not « Cybersecurity »?

• No international consensus on terminology

• « Cyber » is: 
– Connoted as national & international security, and law enforcement

(cyberdefense, cyberwarfare, cybercommand, cybercrime, etc.)
– Sometimes used for everything (creating confusion)

• « Digital » is:
– More consistent with economic concerns: digital economy, digital 

transformation, etc.
– Allowing to manage digital opportunities and risks together



• Digital security relates to 
the Availability, Integrity or 
Confidentiality of: 
– Hardware
– Software
– Networks 
– Data

The AIC triad
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• Digital security risk is difficult to measure
– No common definitions, taxonomies and methodologies

– Firms don’t report incidents unless they have to

– Security firms producing statistics have a vested interest

• But it is on a growing trend
– Impact of incidents is increasing, incl. physical damages

• 2018 Adhaar, Marriot (> 500 million people affected)

• 2017 NotPetya: Merck $670m, FedEx $400m, Maersk $300m…

• 2015 Ukraine power cut: 225 000 people affected

• 2014 « Massive destruction » at German steel mill

– Digital transformation increases digital dependency

– Vulnerabilities are everywhere: chips, IoT devices, people

– New threats are continuously discovered, many targetting
industrial (e.g. energy) and financial environments

– Threat actors are increasingly sophisticated (and incl. Governments)

Digital security risk is difficult to measure… 
…but growing



What is the main challenge? 
« Protecting without inhibiting »

Protecting activities in a closed environment Protecting activities in a    Open          digital environment
Dynamic

Global

Security prevails Security serves prosperity

OECD 1992 Security Guidelines
OECD 2015 Recommendation on 
Digital Security Risk Management

Internet



2015 OECD Recommendation on Digital Security Risk
Management for Economic and Social Prosperity

• Targets leaders and decision makers
– Digital security is an economic and social issue (not just

technical)
– Risk (uncertainty) cannot be eliminated from an open and 

dynamic environment but it can be managed
– Managing benefits and risk together (same responsibility)

General principles
1. Awareness, Skills, Empowerment
2. Responsibility
3. Human rights & fundamental values
4. Co-operation

Operational principles
5. Risk assessment & treatment cycle
6. Security Measures
7. Innovation
8. Preparedness & continuity

http://oe.cd/dsrm



• Calls for the adoption of national digital security strategies
– Create the conditions for all stakeholders to manage digital security

risk to economic and social activities, and to foster trust and 
confidence in the digital environment

– Key characteristics: whole-of-government, flexible, technology
neutral, coherent with other strategies, multistakeholder

• National co-ordination
• Incident response capacity (CSIRTs/CERT)
• R&D & innovation 
• Awareness raising and skills development
• Development of digital security market
• International co-operation

2015 OECD Recommendation on Digital Security Risk
Management for Economic and Social Prosperity



• Digital transformation is making all critical activities digital dependent
– Internet of Things, Artificial Intelligence, Big Data, Convergence IT/OT, etc.
– Digital technologies are becoming core: smart grid, smart cities, smart healt, 

FinTech, etc

• Digital dependencies can generate:
– Common cause failures: the exploitation of a single vulnerability in a widespread

digital component causes massive chaos (e.g. Wannacry, NotPetya)
– Digital propagation failures: a digital security threat affecting one operator

propagates to other operators within or across sectors
– Cascade failures: the disruption of a critical activity (e.g. energy) by a digital 

security incident disrupts other critical activities (e.g. transports)

• Digital dependencies are inherently cross-border because digital 
technologies are globally interconnected (e.g. Dyn attack)

What does this mean for critical activities? 



• Expected to replace the 2008 OECD Recommendation on the Protection of Critical 
Information Infrastructure (CIIP). Public consultation until 28 Feb 2019 –
http://oe.cd/dsca

• Guidance on how to strengthen digital security of critical activities
without inhibiting the benefits from the digital transformation

– Clarifies the relationship between digital security of critical activities and national risk
management / critical infrastructure protection frameworks

– Guidance on measures that operators should be encouraged or required to take for 
effective digital security risk management

– Partnerships for policy development & operational co-operation, including trust 
conditions

– What governments should do to support operators: incident response, direct assistance, 
promoting standards, digital security market development, skills policy...

Draft OECD Recommendation on Digital Security 
of Critical Activities

http://oe.cd/dsca
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